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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Y

OU have taken a fine picture. The subject is interesting and tells a story. The small contact print
is bright and sharp, and the negative is crisp, wellexposed, and well-developed. How nice it would be
to have an enlargement to frame, keep on your desk
or mantel, or to give as a present! For it is through
projection printing, or enlarging as it is popularly
termed, that the finest qualities of a negative can be
breught out. Portions can be emphasized or shaded,
unwanted parts left out, minute detail magnified and
só made visible—in other words, the picture can be
brought into balance. Of course, if your negative is
perfect, the task is as simple as contact printing.
A good negative of any size and made with any
camera can be enlarged successfully. Let me dispel
the delusion that only the super-precision and relatively expensive camera with a fine and ultra-fast
lens will produce negatives from which good enlargements can be made. Of course, the better the resolving power of a lens—that is, the sharper the definition
or distinctness of the image—the sharper will be the
final enlarged picture. It must be borne in mind, too,
that the greater the degree of enlargement desired,
the better the negative must be. But for a beginning,
5x7 or 8x10 enlargements will be sufficient.
Most of the moderately priced cameras to-day are
well built and have satisfactory lenses. In the hands of
an expert, a box camera hás produced pictures that
have been hung in great photographic salons and
exhibitions. Work with the best equipment you can
afford, but don't worry if your camera is a modest one.
With care and intelligent understanding, your pictures
8

will match those of your neighbor who hás an ultrasuper deluxe model, which, perhaps he hás told you,
is só automatic that it almost thinks for itself.
Enlarging hás contributed a greater degree of comfort and convenience to photography than any other
mechanical development in the field. No longer is it
necessary to carry around huge cameras and bear the
added expense of large-size films and accessory
equipment to obtain pictures of good exhibition size.
Today you hang your small, lightweight camera over
your shoulder, put a few accessories and films into
your pocket, and then make pictures of any size that
you desire. Moreover, in most instances, because of the
control possible, your pictures will be better than
contact prints.
OLD ALGIERS—Brown or sepia tones are effective for sunny
street scenes such as this in which foreground interest is strong.
Natural, cream, or buff papers are ali appropriate materiais to use.
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CHAPTER II
THE ENLARGER
BVIOUSLY, the most important item in projecO
tion printing is the enlarger itself. Probably ali
of your future photographic work will be centered

around the enlarger; therefore its selection should be
made judiciously and with some forethought to possible future use.
Which enlarger to buy? That must be determined
largely by two things: first, the size or sizes of negatives you are using or contemplate using at some
fuftire time, and second, your price limitation. Enlargers for the popular sizes of amateur film range from
ten or fifteen dollars to several hundred. Broadly
speaking, buy the best enlarger that you can possibly
afford. One generally gets what he pays for and it
stands to reason that, in these days of severe competition and high degree of intelligent comparative evaluation on the part of the consumer, the price of an
enlarger more or less determines its quality.
Types of Enlargers.
Most enlargers designed for amateur use are of
the vertical type in which the light source, condensers,
negative carrier and lens are arranged one below the
other. Such an enlargement hás been found to be
extremely practical, since it requires less table space
and affords better visibility of the image on the easel
than does the horizontal type. Most enlargers of
earlier design were horizontal, but today only those
intended for very large negatives and enlargements,
and for use in commercial plants are of the horizontal
type. Many modem enlargers have a tilting arrangement which permits their use in either way. The
10

Fig. I. Four types of modern vertical enlargers. For amateur work
these have taken the place of the earlier type horizontal enlarger.
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height of the vertical column which supports the
enlarger head is usually great enough to permit the
projection of enlargements of standard size directly
onto the baseboard. Figure l shows some different
types of modern vertical enlargers.
There are two important factors in the enlarger
which are definitely related to print quality. One is
the illumination and optical system and the other is
the lens.

modern condenser-type enlargers really provide diffuse
illumination as well. First, the source of illumination,
coming from a coated lamp instead of a point source
such as the small concentrated filament lamps, diffuses
the light to a degree. Second, an opal glass is often
placed over the condenser system, increasing the light
diffusion.
In short, both the diffusion and the condenser types
of enlargers have advantages and disadvantages. The
diffusion type produces prints of good quality with
minimum showing of defects and dust on the negative. It requires a somewhat longer projection or
printing time. The condenser illumination is fast and
brilliant, directing parallel rays toward the negative.
Print contrast is somewhat increased and printing time
decreased. However, the imperfections of the negative are rendered more apparent. The modern enlargers, which are in reality a combination of the two
types with both diffusion type of lamp and condensing

Illumination and Optical System.
There are two usual types of illumination. One is
called the diffusion type, illustrated in Figure 2. Here
the source of illumination is usually an opal or frosted
Mazda type of bulb, set in a dome-shaped reflector
which increases the efficiency of the illumination and
nrovides diffusion. A ground or opal glass just above
tne negative carrier serves to diffuse the light farther
só that it is perfectly even ali over the negative. The
bellows permits focusing in the same manner as in a
camera.
The other type of illumination is called the condenser type, based on the use of one or several
condenser lenses placed below the light source as
illustrated in Figure 3. These lenses serve to concentrate or direct the light in parallel rays from the
source to the negative. This type of illumination
produces prints of somewhat greater brilliance and
contrast because of the diminished scattering of the
rays of light which form the image. This sharpens
delineation of the image and lessens extension of the
dark áreas of the print into the light zones.
The diffusion type of lighting generally produces
prints of better quality than the condenser type except
for miniature negatives. The outstanding disadvantage
of the condenser type is the reproduction on the
print of ali dust particles, scratches, fingerprints, and
other defects on the negative. The advantage is the
appreciable increase in speed of printing time. Most

13
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Fig. 2. Diffusion type enlarger.

FIG.3

Fig. 3. Condenser type enlarger
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lenses, are the most satisfactory for general amateur
use. They are fast, produce prints of good contrast,
and tend somewhat to minimize negative defects by
the softness of the diffused light.
One type of vertical enlarger is equipped with an
autofocusing device, a mechanical arrangement which
automatically keeps the negative in sharp focus in any
position. You merely raise or lower the enlarger head
for the size picture desired and no further adjustments
are required. Such an enlarger is the last word in
convenience and is a great timesaver, but it does
impose definhe limitations on the size of the enlargement possible and does not permit the use of interchangeable lenses for negatives of various sizes. This
limitation is overcome in some machines of this type
by allowing the uncoupling of the autofocusing mechanism, \hus permitting the use of the enlarger in the
customary manner.
A folding type of camera with a bellows and removable back may be used as an enlarger. A suitable
lamphouse for the light source must be provided and
attached to the back of the camera in such a way as
to preveni any light leakage. Means must also be
provided to raise or lower the entire assembly to
vary with the degree of enlargement desired. The
negative is píaced in its usual position in the camera
and should be carefully masked to preveni stray light
from entering the bellows. Focusing is done in the
customary manner by the rack and pinion arrangemenl
attached to the lens board.

glass and held by the pressure. The disadvantage of
this system is the addition of four glass surfaces in
the path of the light on which dust, finger marks, etc.
can accumulate and thereby be projected upon the
print. However, with careful handling and frequent
cleaning, they are nevertheless quite satisfactory and
do not permit any bulging of the negative.
Another type of carrier, somewhat more modem
in design, consists of a hinged frame of metal plates
with a suitable center opening, the negative being
held in place by pressure on its borders. Still another
utilizes a single metal frame with guide knobs for
the proper centering of the negative. In this device
the negative is held flat by the pressure of the lower
surface of the condensing lens which can be lowered
into position to rest directly on the negative.

Negative Carrier.
The negative carrier is a device which holds the
negative conveniently in a horizontal plane, and perfectly flat in its proper place in relationship to the
optical system of the enlarger. One type consists of
two plates of glass set in a hinged frame, or set into
a recess in a frame and pressed together by spring
clips. The negative is píaced between the plates of

15

Masking the Negative.
Whichever type of negative carrier is used, a careful masking arrangement should be provided só that
no white light can escape beyond the margins of the
negative image. Failure to observe this precaution
may result in fog, due to scattered light within the
enlarger bellows. At least, it will reduce appreciably
the brilliance of the print. Most negative carriers
are supplied with suitable masks, varying in size to
conform with the size of the negative for which they
are intended. These are generally made of metal, and
a space is provided for them in the carrier. Where
not provided, or for a negative of an odd size, a mask
can be made easily with strips of black Scotch tape,
or cut out from a sheet of black lightweight cardboard,
or red or amber colored celluloid.
If no glass is used in the negative carrier, provision should be made to keep excessive heat from
the light source from reaching the negative and causing
buckling. A plate of heat-absorbing glass, píaced on
top of the condenser lenses or atop the opal or groundglass in the diffusion type, will serve the purpose.
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Safety Filter.
Most modem enlargers are provided with a ruby or
orange filter which can be swung into position beneath
the lens to permit placing the sensitized paper on the
easel and arranging the composition of the print.
Remember, however, not to expose the paper for an
excessive time even to red light, as this will eventually
produce fog.
The Enlarger Lens.
The sharpness of the projected image will depend
largely on the lens used in the enlarger. An enlarging
lens should be chosen for its ability to produce an
image with a uniformly flat field right up to the
corners of the enlarged print. This calls for the use
of an anastigmat which implies correction for spherical
and chromatic aberration and the elimination of distortion,^ A lens of sufficient focai length to cover the
negative completely is imperative. Otherwise, the
corners and margins will "fade away". The enlarging
lens should have a focai length at least equivalent to
the diagonal of the negative used. The following table
will provide a guide to the focai length of lenses needed
for various popularly used negatives:

the negative, varies with the focai length of the lens
for any degree of enlargement. The greater the focai
length of the lens the longer will be the distance
needed to produce an enlargement of any given degree.
For example, a 3" enlarging lens will produce a fivetimes enlargement with the lens and easel 18 inches
apart. A 6" lens, however, necessitates a projection
distance of 36 inches to produce the same degree of
enlargement. Obviously it is desirable to have a lens
of such a focai length as will permit making enlargements of a given size with the lens at a comfortable
working distance from the easel. This is to permit
manual focusing and at the same time allow the operator to get close enough to the easel in order to check
the sharpness of the projected image.
With the right lenses, then, the miniature worker
with a 35 mm negative and the user of 4x5" negatives
can both make 8x10 enlargements at the same projection distance. The former will be enlarging his
picture about eight diameters while the latter will be
enlarging his only two diameters. But the miniature
worker will be using a lens of considerably shorter
focai length than will his friend with the large negative.
Most of the popular manufactured vertical enlargers
are só constructed as to provide an upright rod or
column of such height as to permit enlargements up
to at least the popular 11x14 size on the baseboard, the
height of the rod varying with the size of the negative
and the focai length of the lens intended to be used
with it. If prints larger than this arrangement will
permit are desired, the enlarger head can usually be
swung around to permit projection onto the floor, or
it can be turned ninety degrees to permit horizontal
projection.
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Negative

Focai Length

l "iiV4'l

2 '

Negative
2V4-X3V4*

3V4'

Focai Length

41/4"

6%*

Your camera lens may be used for enlarging
can be removed conveniently and fitted into
enlarger lens board. At least, in using the same
that produced the negative you will know that it
have the proper focai length for enlarging.*

if it
the
lens
will

Projection Distance.
The distance between the lens and the sensitized
paper, as well as the distance between the lens and
*Thl« «ibject is dlscusied fully
( U t t l c Technleal I.ibrary, No. 17).

In Pholographic

Leme* and

Shutterl,

Bellows Extension.
The other distance or measurement which is of
importance in any enlarging calculations is the distance between the lens and the negative, or bellow»
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extension. This varies with the projection distance
and the exact relationship between the two determines
(a) the degree of enlargement and (b) the correct
focus. Many amateurs who desire to build an enlarger
or use their camera as an enlarger need to know how
much bellows extension is required with a lens of
certain focai length in order to produce an enlargement of given magnification at a given projection distance. Although manufactured enlargers are furnished
with or specify a lens of proper focai length, the
following method of determining bellows extension
and projection distance is given for those who may be
interested.
Calculations.
The amount of enlargement is reckoned in diameters. This means that if a given line in the negative
is three times as long in the enlargement the amount
of enlargement is three diameters (though the área
of the enlargement is nine times larger than the negative). If a 3x4" negative is enlarged to give a print
12x16" that is four diameters. As stated above, the
enlarger should have a lens with a focai length at least
as long as the diagonal of the largest negative to be
enlarged. Thus a 5" lens should be used with a 3x4"
negative.
A simple method of calculation makes it possible
to determine the relationship between the lens and distances in question. By taking the number of diameters
enlargement desired, adding l, then multiplying by the
focai length of the lens we obtain the distance from
lens to easel (projection distance). Then by dividing
this projection distance by the diameters we get the
distance from negative to lens (bellows extension).
Suppose we wish to enlarge a 3x4" negative to 3
diameters using, of course, a S" lens. We add 3 and l
to get 4, then multiply it by 5, and the answer is 20
inches or the distance from lens to easel. Dividing
20 by 3 we get 6-2/3 inches or the required distance

GLORY THAT WAS—The interesting texture of ancient itone it here
enhanced on cream-colored paper. Variout soft turfaces can be used.
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from lens to negative (bellows extension). Thus if
we want an enlarger that will project our negativas
the same size (l diameter) up to 4 diameters it is a
simple matter to calculate the necessary minimum and
maximum bellows extension required to do the job.
We may have an enlarger which will permit us to
make enlargements from l up to 5 diameters. For a
particular reason we wish to make a print that is
exactly 3 diameters. Through the use of the formula
we could determine the bellows extension and projection distance, set the enlarger, and make the print.
However, for practical purposes a much simpler means
can be employed.
Procure a transparent celluloid ruler at the dime
store, place it in the negative carrier of the enlarger,
and turn on the white light. Place a sheet of white
paper on the easel to aid in accurate focusing. Now
adjust the enlarger until the projected ruler gives an
image where one inch on the ruler is magnified to
three inches on the easel. This image can be measured with another ruler. Next, without changing any
distances, the ruler in the negative carrier is removed
and the negative to be enlarged inserted. It will be
enlarged three times and will be in sharp focus as well.
In place of the transparent ruler you can use a
dense discarded negative. Scratch two clear parallel
lines upon it exactly one inch apart and proceed as
above.

sary to have a bellows extension of more than twice
the focai length of the lens to be used.
Calculations to determine the projection distance
and bellows extension for making reductions are similar to those used in enlargement. Suppose we wish to
make a print of YÍ the size of the negative, using a 5"
lens. Using the same formula that was employed
above for enlargement—diameters enlargement desired
plus l multiplied by the focai length of the lens equals
the projection distance—we find that l/3 + l X 5"
equals €>2/3r', the necessary projection distance. To find
the bellows extension we'divide this projection distance by the diameters enlargement desired—in this
case yí—and get as our answer 20 inches. Comparison of these figures with those of the earlier example
on enlargement will reveal that the two projection factors, projection distance and bellows extension, have
been exactly reversed.
From this example it may be seen that extreme
bellows extension is necessary for making reductions.
Many enlargers lack enough extension to permit their
use for this purpose, but may be adapted by employing extension tubes.

20

Making Reductions by Projection.
Projection printing hás been discussed thus far as
a means of producing prints larger than the original
negatives. However, the process is also of value for
making prints smaller than the negatives—by reduction. A reduced image of the negative may be readily
projected on the easel simply by reversing the relationship between the bellows extension and the projection
distance. To make this possible, however, it is neces-

21
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CHAPTER III
THE DARKROOM AND ENLARGING
EQUIPMENT
The Workroom.
For a temporary setup your kitchen or bathroom
will serve as a workroom. O f course, a well-arranged
permanent darkroom is a decided convenience and
timesaver. The subject of the darkroom hás been só
well covered in the other volumes of this series that
little space need be devoted to it here. There are
several points pertaining to enlarging, however, which
will bear emphasis:
1. Provide a good solid support for the enlarger.
A strong table or shelf will be needed. Vibration of
any sort must be completely eliminated or your prints
will lack sharpness.
2. Arrange a place for the developing trays, not too
close to the enlarger. This will keep the latter clean
and will tend to avoid contamination of unexposed
paper by accidentally spilled solutions.
3. It is only when water can circulate freely around
prints that they wash thoroughly in the time recommended. Therefore a deep tub or basin with running
water is a most valuable asset.
4. Provide storage space for sensitized paper in a
clean, dry place.
5. Make sure that there is no stray white light and
that the safelight is really safe.
6. The darkroom should be ventilated, especially
during periods when it is not in use.
7. Above ali, keep the darkroom and ali equipment
CLEAN!
22
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The Enlarging Easel.
The easel is a convenient device for holding paper
secure and flat during the enlarging process. It also
perrriits the placing of a neat white border around the
print through the masking bands or cover frame with
which it is supplied. The width of the white margin
is adjustable in most easels. Home-made easels of
ali sorts are in existence, and one can be devised if
economy demands.
There are two types of easels on the market. One
is for prints of fixed sizes, such as 5x7, 8x10, etc.
This is simply a hinged metal frame attached to a flat
solid base with guide "stops" for placing the paper.
The opening of
the frame is
slightly smaller
than the sheet
of paper for
which it is designed, allowing a l w h i t e
margin
/&" to
1
A". T h e s e
easels are very
inexpens i vê,
but permit no
\rariation in the
Fig. 4. An adjustable enlarging easel for
print size or propictures of any dimensions up to l l "x 14".
portions.
Therefore, for obvious reasons the adjustable type
of easel is to be preferred. One of these is illustrated
in Figure 4. The maximum size of paper that the
easel will take is 11x14, and any smaller paper may
be used by adjusting the metal masking bands. Measuring rules are placed oh two sides só that the exact
size of the print can be determined beforehand. Offstandard sizes such as 5x8, 7x11 and 10x14 are very
effective for appropriate compositions. A square shape
is usually not pleasing and it should not be employed
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unless the subject on the negative permits no alternative. A tilting arrangement for the easel is also a
decided convenience to permit the correction of distortion of the negative image or to introduce distortion
deliberately where it is desirable for "trick" and
special effects.

uring of time by seconds is indispensable in enlarging
procedure. A good darkroom clock or timer, designed
especially for photographic use, is inexpensive and
will last a lifetime. Hence, it may be regarded as a
good investment. Some types sound an alarm after a
predetermined interval; others tick off seconds audibly,
but they ali serve the same purpose. The kind that hás
a readily visible second hand is the best. You can
place this before you and devote your attention to
other things without the risk of losing count. Of
course, great accuracy can be developed in simply
counting seconds, but where the exposure is prolonged
this becomes tedious.
Automatic timers are also available on the market.
These devices can be set for a predetermined time, and
will automatically turn off the enlarger light after the
given interval hás passed.

24

Safelights.
A fairly bright ruby, an orange, or a pale yellow
light is safe for most papers. Care should be taken not
to have the light too close to the field of operation or
to expose the paper an unreasonable length of time,
even to red light, as this will tend to produce fog or
slightly degrade the quality of the picture. A yellowgreen safelight is very desirable for use with the
chlorobromide or warm-toned papers, as it is less
deceptive in determining the darkness of the print
during development than is the red light which makes
a warm-toned image appear considerably darker than
it actually is. Of course, experience and familiarity
with one's own darkroom lighting makes for increased
skill in judging the density of prints.
A test for safelight and general darkroom illumination is simple. First, cut a strip of photographic paper
and place it on the darkroom table or shelf. On this
paper place a coin. Turn on the safelight for ten
minutes, then develop the strip fully. If the location
of the coin is indicated on the paper by a white circle
with the rest of the paper gray, it indicates fog, or that
the "safelight" is not safe. Make a similar test for
stray light. Keep the paper exposed in the darkroom
without the safelight on. Any grayness of the uncovered developed strip indicates fog from stray light.
Of course, both your safelight and your darkroom
might be defective. If one is at fault, don't be satisfied
without also checking the other.
Timer.
A clock or timing device that will permit the meas-

25

Negative Brush.
A fine camel hair brush is valuable in the darkroom
and can be used for cleaning the enlarger lens, glass
plates, condenser, etc. Use it faithfully. Every speck
of dust on the negative or carrier glass will appear as
a white spot on the print, necessitating additional work
later.
Focusing Aids.
The negative of average density, or particularly a
thin negative, can be focused on the easel with relative
ease, especially if your enlarger lens is wide open and
there is ample illumination. A very dense negative
may give some trouble. Therefore, it is handy to have
a focusing strip or specially prepared negative for the
purpose. Any very dense discarded negative will
serve. Make a few clear scratches on the emulsion and
focus sharply on these.
Another excellent focusing aid is a strip of brass
or other metal which will clamp over the lens, covering
its center portion but permitting light to pass on each

27
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side. The negative is focused with this device in place.
A double image is created when the negative is out
of focus, but the two
images coincide perfectly when accurate focus hás been
achieved. Then the
metal strip can be
removed and the enlarging p r o c e d u r e
continued. This
s i m p l e d e v i c e is
shown in Figure S.
One can obtain
focusing aids which,
when placed on the
F|
flcross the
9*• A meta' str'P
center.
l, magnify a por- of
»}h(|
£, ioctli;ng device
|ens is a
tion of the projected
image and facilitate the work. Several types are available from your photo supply dealer.

at the same time permitting some of the rays to pass
through without interference. The result is an image
which is in part sharp and in part soft, producing a
very pleasing effect. Still another way of producing
a softening of the image is through the use of silk
crepe or tulle, preferably black. This can be stretched
on a small embroidery hoop and interposed in the
pathway of the light for the time necessary to create
the effect desired. Diffusion devices should be held
fairly close to the lens.

26

Diffusion Devices.
Diffusion or soft-focus devices spread the lines of
the negative image on the photographic paper só that
the dark áreas extend over to the light. The picture,
instead of being sharp and clear-cut, becomes softer
and perhaps acquires mood or "atmosphere". Whether
or not this is an artistic or otherwise desirable effect
is a matter of opinion. However, it is easy enough
to achieve. Simply crumple a small sheet of cellophane
such as comes around your cigarette package. Then
partially smooth it out and hold it under the lens in
the path of the projected image. It is wise to do this
for only a small fraction of the total projection time,
leaving the light rays undisturbed for the balance of
the time. The longer the diffusion device is used the
more blurred or fuzzy the picture will be.
The Misonne Soft-Sharp screen hás cut-out portions in a rough celluloid strip, creating diffusion but

Aids to Dodging.
There are two very useful enlarging accessories
which should be kept constantly handy at the enlarger
during periods of operation. One of these is a small
circular disk of black cardboard attached to a length
of fine but rigid wire. A loop or handle at the other
end is convenient for ease of handling. This is used
to intercept the light from thinner portions of the
negative and will preveni those áreas from becoming
too black in the print.
The companion item to the "spot-dodger" is the
aperture board or card, which is simply a rectangular
sheet of cardboard with a circular hole made not at,
but near, the center. This will permit additional
exposure through the opening of denser áreas while
keeping the balance of the image covered up. Both
these devices are now available already made up in
the photographic supply stores, but their construction
is simple. One aperture board hás adjustable openings
of various sizes and shapes.
Trays.
Three trays will be needed: one for the developer,
one for the acid short-stop rinse, and the third for
the fixing bath. The best types are made of white
enamel, stainless metal, and hard rubber. The white
enamel is very satisfactory because it is easy to tell
when it is clean. It is relatively inexpensive and, with
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care, will last many years. The size will depend upon
your plans and needs, including future possibilities;
8x10 trays are satisfactory for both 5x7 and 8x10
enlargements. If you feel that your needs will never
carry you beyond an 8x10 enlargement, that size tray
will suffice. You may want a larger one for the fixing
bath where prints accuraulate. It is wise to paint a
"D" and an "H" on the outside of the developer and
hypo trays, and never interchange them.

An automatic timer for exposure control.
A foot switch.
A rheostat control where floodlamp illumination
is used in the enlarger.
An electric fan is a boon in the summer time or
in a poorly ventilated room, but don't forget that this
will tend to stir up dust.
A lightproof paper cabinet. This will allow you to
remove the paper from the envelopes in which it comes
packed só you have ready access to it without having
to open the package each time a sheet is needed.
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Other Darkroom Equipment.
In the "must have" group of darkroom items
include :
A thermometer, one with a metal casing or protection against breakage.
Printing tongs, the large paddle type of wood or
stainless metal, one for developer and the other for
hypo. Each must be kept strictly for the tray to which
it belongs, to avoid contamination of the solutions.
A 32 oz. or 64 oz. measuring graduate for the mixing of solutions. This should be glass or white enamel,
as they are easiest to clean. A 2 oz. graduate will be
handy to take care of small quantities.
A stirring rod of hard rubber.
A blotter roll, or lintless photographic blotters, for
clrying matte prints.
A cellulose sponge for removing surplus water from
prints before placirig them between blotters.
Ferrotype tins, if you intend to make glossy prints.
Dark, well-stoppered bottles for the storage of solutions.
Scales. If you intend to mix your own solutions,
an accurate photographic or apothecary's scale will be
needed. Weights are obtainable in both avoirdupois
and metric system, but inasmuch as formulas are
usually given in both, one set will suffice. It should,
however, be in the same system as your liquid measure.
Some additional items which would be "handy to
have" are found in the f ollowing list:

B A TH l N G
B EA U T Y —
This typa of picture Is best rendered in black
and white. Use
a paper with e
smooth or «emim a t t e surface.
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scratches, and other imperfections. Moreover, the quality of texture is lost by excessive enlargement.
CHAPTER IV
MAKING THE ENLARGEMENT
Selecting a Negative for Enlargement.
The negative for enlargement, especially if it is to
be projected over two or three cliameters, should be
very sharp, particularly in the áreas of the center of
interest. It should be free of any blurring due to
motion either of the camera during the exposure or of
any of the objects in the picture.
The negative should have received full exposure
and proper development. Absence of detail in the
shadows will only result in black áreas on the enlargement. The highlights should not be too dense or
"blocked up." This will result in white or chalky
patches on the print. Grain should be kept at a reasonably small size and, if an unusually great enlargement
is indicated, the slower finegrained films processed in
a finegrain developer are an essential prerequisite.
There is usually no grain difficulty with any negative
material up to five or six diameters of enlargement if
it hás been properly developed. Do not subscribe to
the widespread belief that a very thin negative is most
suitable for enlargement. A negative of this type will
usually be lacking in shadow detail and will fail to
produce a print of good quality. On the other hand,
a fully exposed and properly developed negative will
permit a full scale of tones with detail in the shadows
and will not provide any added problem.
With the use of the brilliant enlarger illumination available, exposure time can be relatively short,
even with a fairly dense negative. Except for unusual
purposes, do not attempt too great a degree of enlargement from your negative. Remember that not only
the image will be magnified but also the specks of dust,
30

Choice fit ri hctographic Paper.
J'robably the most important single factor in the
production of a print of good quality is the proper
matching of the paper to the negative. It is reasonable
to assume that an attempt will be made to obtain the
best possible negative by correct exposure and proper
development, but, even with the most exacting care,
the aid of long experience, and the use of a good exposure meter, there are só many variable factors that
negatives will vary considerably in their density and
contrast. A print of excellent quality will be obtainable only if an appropriate or matching paper is selected and then processed or handled in the manner
in which the best possible results from it will be
brought out.
The popular or commonly used emulsions in photographic enlarging papers are of three types, designated
as chloride, bromide, and chlorobromide.
Types of Paper.
Chloride papers are coated with emulsions which
contain principally silver chloride. These papers are
relatively slow in speed and most of them are intended
for contact printing. However, there are on the market several excellent purê chloride papers of sufficient
speed to permit their use in enlarging.
Bromide papers are those which contain silver
bromide in their emulsions. Silver bromide emulsion
is the fastest or most light-sensitive of the silver
halides and produces the deepest black tones. This
was the earliest type of enlarging paper and still hás
wide usage, being preferred by many workers. However, the third type, the chlorobromide, is now being
widely used.
The chlorobromide papers have, as the name suggests, an emulsion containing both the chloride and
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bromide of silver. The various grades and types have
varied proportions of the ingredients. In other words,
some chlorobromide papers contain but a small proportion of silver chloride, and vice versa. A general
rule is that the faster the paper the more silver bromide there is in the emulsion. The reason for the increased popularity of chiorobromide papers is that the
emulsion hás a longer scale, therefore reproducing the
various tones of the negative more faithfully. They
reproduce the detail in shadows more accurately, and
considerable control is possible in the warmth or tone
of the image by exposure and development.
The ideal mode of using any type of paper is always
described in the folder of instructions supplied by the
manufacturer in each package of paper. It stands to
reason that the manufacturer desires that the best possible results be obtained from his paper, and hás spent
huge sums of money in his research laboratories to
determine which developing formula, length of developing time, etc., will achieve the desired result.
With the extremely wide selection of papers obtainable, it is possible here to generalize only as to the
manner of processing or working with the various
papers. Bromide paper must be exposed and developed with very small latitude permissible to achieve
a print of good quality. In other words, the exposure
time and development of the paper must be almost
exactly right; otherwise, a bad print will result. An
overexposed print will generally be followed by underdevelopment to keep it from getting too black, and
the finished product will have a flat, muddy, and often
a mottled appearance, due to the uneven action of the
developer. An underexposed print will be too light if
developed for the proper time and be lacking in the
full range of tone values; or it may develop a gray fog
or show stains, if development is forced.
Chlorobromide papers permit a considerable latitude in both exposure and development. This allows a
fairly wide variation in lhe warmth of tone with the
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end result still a print of good quality. Increased exposure time, with the addition of potassium bromide
to the developer só that development is carried through
to completion in the normal time, results in a warmer
tone. Greater dilution of the developer, with added
potassium bromide and increased exposure of the
paper, results in a still warmer final image. Determine
before using any paper whether it is intended to produce cold or warm tones, and never attempt to increase
the warmth of a cold-toned paper by overexposure,
as the resulting need for underdevelopment will lead
to a bad print.
Contrast.
Many papers are supplied in various grades of contrast. This is closely related to what is termed the
scale or tone scale of the emulsion—that is, the number
of different tones ranging from white to black. A paper
which hás a large number of individual tones is said to
possess a long scale and is classed as soft. Conversely, a hard paper hás relatively few steps in
the range of tones from white to black; it is a short
scale or contrast paper. A paper with a scale value
of between twenty-five and thirty, that is, possessing
twenty-five to thirty different light shadings or intensities, would be regarded as a soft paper. A paper
which hás a scale value of between five and ten would
be at the other end of the range and regarded as contrasty or hard.
Contrast also varies with the density range which
is related to the reflecting power of the surface of the
paper. Glossy papers produce much deeper blacks
and therefore have a longer scale than do matte-surface
papers, although they may be designated as the same
grade of contrast. It is best, whenever possible, to
use the paper designated as normal or médium
by the manufacturer. This does not imply that ali
papers thus marked have the same scale. Therefore,
a wide range of contrasts is available in normal or
/IfiPlRTiUlBinitii „_ .,.,,

' os II.?;..'
ec."
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médium papers of different manufacture. Many advanced workers use only so-called normal papers, depending on the large variation in these for the degree
of contrast needed for the negative. Chlorobromide
papers vary con«'derably in speed, from those which
have almost the same speed as purê bromide emulsions
to those which are relatively slow and may be used
either for contact printing or for enlarging. Many
chlorobromide papers are supplied in one degree of
contrast only, for what the manufacturer terms a
negative of "average" contrast.

.papers on light paper stock known as singleweight
'and on heavy paper stock known as doubleweight.
The singleweight papers are more economically priced
but are apt to be more easily damaged in handling
through the various processing operations. Moreover, there is a much wider choice of surfaces, etc.,
exclusively in doubleweight stock, which is much more
conveniently handled than the singleweight papers.
Singleweight papers are suitable for prints of small
and moderate size, for paper negatives, and for proof
prints of any size. Glossy prints which are made up
for illustrations to accompany a manuscript or which
are submitted to publications are usually made on
singleweight paper.
Glossy papers are best for prints intended for reproduction and where the rendition of very fine detail
and texture quality is desired.* Smooth papers are
similar in their purpose to glossy, but do not have the
sheen of the latter. They are well suited to the rendition of detail and texture and for delicate subjects such
as flowers and children's portraits. Finegrain papers
also have the power of rendering good detail, but the
surface texture of the paper is discernible and often
adds a desirable quality to the finished print. Rough
papers are best suited to subjects of a rugged character s\ ;h as landscapes where large masses without
fine d :tail are present, for character studies, especially
of older men, and for buildings of the "pictorial" type
where the effect of age and roughness of surface is
desirable. Matte papers, being of a shorter scale, tend
to diminish contrast or brilliance and are especially
suited to atmospheric pictures such as mist, fog, certain types of landscapes and high-key pictures where
only a short range of tones is needed.
On the following pages will be found a chart showing the characteristics of printing papers which are
available on the market. Your dealer can show you
samples of the various surfaces and help you select
those suitable for your needs.
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Paper Surfaces and Colors.
Paper surfaces are designated as glossy, smooth,
finegrain, rough, matte, and luster. In addition some
are made with coarse textures which simulate tapestry,
canvas, and velour, while pther surfaces are made to
look like silk, linen, charcoal drawing paper, parchment, etc. Colors are white, natural, cream, ivory, and
buff. The greatest discretion should be used in the
selection of a paper, exercising judgment as to the
color, surface, and contrast best suited to the particular subject. This, of course, requires a great deal of
experience but some common-sense rules can be applied by the beginner.
White should always be selected where the final
image is to be blue-black or of a cold tone. Thus, it
is best suited to snow and sea pictures, night scenes,
and those intended for blue toning. Natural is a very
satisfactory all-around paper, as it is actually white
but with a slightly warmer tone. It can be used for
most types of subjects. Ivory, cream, or buff paper is
suitable for portraits, landscapes, street scenes, and
other pictures where a warm or sunny effect is desired.
This color paper is especially suited for those prints
which are to be toned sepia, brown, or brown-black.
Weights of Paper.
Ali manufacturers supply sensitized photographic
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CHAPTER V
EXPOSURE AND DEVELOPMENT
Preparation for Enlarging.
Clean the enlarger thoroughly, especially condenser
lens surfaces, the enlarging lens, and the negative carrier. If the latter is of the glass plate type, the glass
should be removed and the surfaces washed with water
and thoroughly dried with a lintless towel or soft
handkerchief. Stubborn fingerprints or grease can
be removed with a little carbon tetrachloride which
should be kept handy on the darkroom shelf. The
negative itself should also be carefully cleaned to
remove fingerprints and grease stains before insertion
into the enlarger, using either carbon tetrachloride or
the following alcohol-ammonia mixture:
Film Cleaner
Ethyl Alcohol (purê graln)
13 ounces
Methyl Alcohol (wood alcohol)
2 ounces
Strong Ammonia (28%)
l ounce
Apply to both surfaces of the film with a clean, soft lintless cloth, lens tissue
or chamois.

Very handy, too, is a soft camel hair brush which
is very effective in the removal of surface dust. Beware of causing static electricity on the glass plates
and negatives by rubbing, as this tends to attract fine
dust particles from the air. No amount of care will
completely eliminate the dust problem. However, the
less in the enlarger or on the negative the less spotting
you will have to do on the finished print.
Next, prepare the developing and fixing solutions.
Always make up an amount adequate for the size of
the trays to be used. Do not stint on processing solutions. They are by far the cheapest items in your
photographic expense, and it is poor economy indeed
38

to ruin relatively expensive paper by the use of stale,
oxidized, and worn-out solutions. Never use a fixing
bath which hás become milky or which produces a
froth upon agitation. If you use a prepared developer,
follow the manufacturer's directions carefully. If you
mix your own, dissolve the ingredients in the order in
which they are given, after careful weighing.
Paper Developing Formulas
Formula D-72
Elon-Hydroquinone Developer
Stock Solutlon
32 Ounces
l Liter
To make:
Avoirdupois
Metric
Water (about 125° F.)
16 ounces 500.0 cc.
Elon (Metol)
45 grains
3.1 grams
Sodium Sulfite (desiccated)
l Vi ounces
45.0 grams
Hydroqulnone
175 grains
12.0 grams
Sodium Carbonate (desiccated)
2>/i ounces 67.5 grams
Potasslum Bromlde
27 grains
1.9 grams
Water to make
32 ounces
1.0 llter
Dissolve the chemicals in the order gjven.
Approximate shelf life of stock solution in full, tightly stoppered bottles:—
6 months. Dilutc accordíng to mstructions of the manufacturer whose paper
you are using. In most cases this will be as follows, but there are exceptions
such as Kodabrom and News Bromide. Where the manufacturer's instructions differ from these, his should be followed:

For use:
For Bromlde papers use:
Stock Solutlon
l part
Water
4 parta
Develop not less than l H minutes at 70* F.
For greater contrast on Bromlde papers use:
Stock Solutlon
l part
Water
2 parts
For maxlmum contrast on Bromlde papers use:
Stock Solutlon
l part
Water
l part
Add 15 grains of Potassium Bromide to each 32 ounces of working developer.

Formula D-52
Elon-Hydroquinone Developer
Stock Solutlon
To make:
Water (about 125° F.)
Elon (Metol)
Sodium Sulfite (desiccated)
Hydroqulnone
Sodium Carbonate (desiccated)
Potasslum Bromide
Cold water to make

32 Ounces
Avolrdupols
16 ounces
22 3 grains
,4 ounce
90 grains
Vi ounce
22 grains
32 ounces

l Liter
Metric
500.0 cc.
1.5 grams
22.5 grams
6.3 grams
15.0 grams
1.5 grams
1.0 l l t e r

Dissolve chemicals in the order given.
Approximate shelf life of stock solution m full tightly stoppered bottles:—
6 months.
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For use:
For fast Chlorobromide paper and Portralt Proofing paper use:
Stock Solution
l part
Water
l part
For slow Chlorobromide papers use:
Stock Solution
Full strength
Develop at least l K minutes at 70° F. The quantities of Bromide as listed
above are minimums. More may be added if warmer tones are desired.

Acid Rinse Bath
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Amidol Developer
Avoirdupois
Metrlc
Water
24 ounces
750.0 cc.
Sodlum Sulfite (deslccated)
Vi ounce
15.0 grams
Amidol
30 grains
2.0 grams
Potassium Bromide
10 gralns
0.6 grams
The Sulfite must be fully dissolved before the Amidol is added. Use full
strength 1^ minutes at 70° F. Soft prints from harsh negatives can be secured
by decreasing the Amidol content of the formula and by adding additional Bromide.
This developer does not keep well and should be mixed u only as needed.

Amidol Teaspoon Formula
Water
24 ounces
Sodium Sulfite
2 levei teaspoons
Amidol
l levei teaspoon
Potassium Bromide
10 grains
This is a "ready-in-a-jiffy" formula. Buy Potassium Bromide 5 grain tablets
from your druggist for further convenience.

Chlorobromide or chloride papers used with a
glycin developer produce beautiful brown or brownblack tones by direct development.
Hydroquinone-Glycin

Developer

Avolrdupols
Metrlc
Water (125» F.)
24 ounces 750.0 cc.
Sodlum Sulfite
l >/2 ounces 45.0 grams
Hydroquinone
150 grains
10.0 grams
Glycin
Vi ounce
8.0 grams
Sodlum Carbonate
2 3/í ounces
85.0 grams
Potassium Bromide
35 grains
2.5 grams
Water to make
32 ounces 1000.0 cc.
Use one part of solution to three parts of water.

Slight additional exposure above normal for M-Q
rtevelopment is recommended. Prints developed in this
manner tone to a beautiful blue by using the gold
chloride blue toning formula described in Chapter VIII. Make prints a little light when blue toning
is intended.
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Avolrdupols
Metric
Water
.32 ounces
1.0 llter
Acetic Acld (28% purê)
l V4 fluld oz.
48.0 cc.
To make 28% Acetic Acid from glacial Acetic Acid, dilute 3 parts of glacial
Acetic Acid with 8 parts of water.

This rinse immediately checks developing action,
prevents stains from forming on the paper, and will
preserve or prolong the effective use of the hypo solution through its elimination of surplus alkaline developer.
An acid hardening fixing bath formula follows:
Acetic Acid—Alum Fixing Bath
Avoirdupois
Metric
Hypo
8 ounces
250.0 grams
Water
32 ounces
1000.0 cc.
To this add 2 ounces (60 cc.) of the following stock solution:
Stock Solution
Avolrdupols
Metrlc
Water
10 ounces
320.0 cc.
Sodlum Sulfite
2 ounces
60.0 grams
Acetlc Acld (28%)
6 ounces
180.0 cc.
Potassium Alum
2 ounces
60.0 grams

If the prints are to be toned subsequently, it is
better to use a plain hypo solution without hardener,
as this will permit the thorough washing of prints in
a shorter time:
Non-Hardening Acid Hypo Fixing Bath
Water
50 ounces
Hypo
10 ounces
Dissolve the hypo completely and then add the following solution, made up
separately:
Water
10 ounces
Sodlum Blsulfite
l '/2 ounces

The emulsion might then be hardened following the
toning process by immersion in a fresh hardening
fixing bath for five minutes.
Let us assume that the negative selected is of average density and that you will want black-and-white
prints of fairly high contrast. For this purpose, an
M-Q developer of the D-72 type will be the best. This
should be diluted in the graduate in accordance with
the instructions supplied with the paper and its terrl-
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perature adjusted by the diluting water to 70° F.
Wash ali trays very thoroughly, or, if they have been
properly washed before having been put away, give
them an additional rinse before using. The importance of cleanliness and the avoidance of contamination of solutions, especially the developer by the hypo,
cannot be overemphasized. A frequent cause of stains,
degraded highlights, poor tone, or generally inferior
print quality can be traced to lack of meticulous chemical cleanliness.
An excellent chemical cleaner for trays is the following:
Chemical Cleaner
Water
32 ounces
Potasslum Dichromate
3 ounces
Sulf urlc Acid (concentrated)
3 ounces
Add the acid slowly to the water while stirring. Slowly pour a small amount
of this cleaning solution into water in the tray and rock it back and forth for a
few moments. Then discard the solution and rinse the tray with water.

The three trays are now arranged in order right
to left (or vice versa)—first, the developer; next, the
acid short-stop rinse; and third, the hypo fixing bath.
Place the developing and the fixing print tongs across
the corner or alongside the appropriate tray.
Now place the negative in the carrier, emulsion
(dull) side down, and with the image inverted. Focus
on a white card or directly on the easel which hás
been adjusted to the size print you desire to make.
The size of enlargement is controlled by raising or
lowering the lamp assembly of the enlarger on the
upright column. Focus with the lens wide open and
if the negative is very dense, use a focusing device
such as described in Chapter III. If a focusing negative is used, it is removed after sharp focus hás been
obtained and the picture negative substituted. Then
you will be sure that your negative is in perfect focus,
whether or not you can see the image on the cardboard
easel.
Test Exposure Strip.
Some packages of papers include a few small

WINTER REFLECTIONS—In mirroring n«ture's moods, the tone of
the print \, important. A blue tone gives the «tmosphere of wmter.
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pieces for test exposure. If not, cut up one sheet of the
paper lengthwise into strips about one and one-half
inches wide. Fasten one of these on the enlarging
easel só that it includes an important part of the
negative. Return the other strips to the original paper
package for future use. A first test exposure of paper
without previous experience is entirely empirical.
Place a cardboard on the exposure test-strip só that
the light reaches only a small portion of the strip at
one end. Expose this, let us say, for 2 seconds. Then
move the cardboard to expose another section for 2
additional seconds. Proceed in this way, giving each
segment of the strip an exposure double that of the
preceding. Thus, a strip will have been exposed 2, 4,
8, 16, 32 and 64 seconds. Now remove the exposure
strip and develop fully in accordance
with the developer
directions. This means about \l/2 to 2 minutes. Run it
through the rinse bath, fix the strip for about one
minute, and then inspect by white light. You will have
a fairly wide range of print densities and the selection
of the correct exposure time now becomes a relatively
simple matter. If the entire strip develops too dark,
including the shortest exposures, your illumination is
too strong. This should be cut down by stopping down
the enlarger lens one or two stops, or, if you have
light control such as a rheostat with a floodlamp,
introduce more resistance, thus diminishing the
intensity of the light. This, of course, will necessitate
another test exposure strip which can be made in the
same way.
A very useful and simple method of determining
the correct exposure for any enlargement is by the
use of the Projection Print Scale made by Eastman
Kodak Company. The scale, which is on a celluloid
base, consists of a circle divided into sectors of varying
densities, each marked by an exposure time in seconds.
The scale is placed over a small piece of sensitized
paper on the easel with a negative in the enlarger.
Expose in the usual way for one minute and develop

fully. The correct exposure time may then be read
directly from the best appearing sector on the test
print.
The light source and the lens aperature should be
só adjusted as to permit an exposure of 20 seconds or
more with full development to allow sufficient time for
dodging and other control if necessary. Moreover,
the margin of error is less with longer exposures. In
other words, if the paper is correctly exposed in such
a short time as, let us say, 5 seconds, a few seconds
additional will result in serious overexposure. Then
the print will be of poor quality if developing is curtailed to keep it from becoming too dark. If, on the
other hand, a few seconds additional is added to a
30-second exposure, the difference will be scarcely
noticeable.
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Photometers.
A photometer is simply a light-measuring device
or exposure meter for enlargements and there are
several types availabíe. They provide reasonably
accurate means of determining the proper exposure for
the paper, negative, and illumination used. Some use
the photoelectric cell; others employ the principie of
balance of internai and externai light. The "grease
spot" type of photometer contains a small lamp controlled by a built-in rheostat to vary the intensity of
the light. The light shines through a small window
or dot in the top of the instrument and surrounding
the dot there is a white circular área on which shines
the light from the enlarger. By adjustment of the
rheostat, the brightness of the small dot can be made
to match that of the surrounding área of the light from
the enlarger. The photometer is also provided with a
dial which may be adjusted to conform with the speed
of the paper being used. The proper exposure is then
read directly from the dial, varying with the position
of the rheostat pointer knob.
Several of the new enlargers on the market have
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provision for the use of the ordinary type of photoelectric cell exposure meter to measure the intensity
of the light transmitted by the negative on the easel.
The exposure is calculated by means of a standard
computed for each type of paper used.
Whether or not the photometer and other exposure
calculating devices have decided advantages over the
more old-fashioned method of exposure strips is a
matter of individual opinion. The use of a test strip
is simplicity itself, and after a little experience, especially if only one type of paper is used, one is able to
judge fairly closely what the exposure ought to be.
In that case, a test strip with only a few steps close
to the estimated exposure is needed. For example, let
us say that you are using your favorite paper and
developer. You have an average negative which, your
experience hás taught you, should print well with a
20-second exposure. In that case, the test strip exposed
10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 seconds should be an entirely
satisfactory guide. The average worker is very soon
able to judge by a moment's inspection whether his
negative is flat or contrasty, and will be able with very
little difficulty to select the correct grade of paper.

desired, as well as considerable variation in contrast.
Overexposure of the paper will result in warmer
tones in the print. Potassium bromide must be added
to the developer as a restrainer só that development
may be carried through the prescribed length of time
without making the print too black. A decrease in
exposure time and slightly increased development produces prints of colder tones. Markedly underexposed
prints, however, tend to turn yellow. The latitude of a
paper can be stretched considerably by the use of a
developer of extremely low energy, such as glycin or
Adurol (monochlorohydroquinone). The latter, in
proper formula, may be used to produce prints ranging
from brown-black to red by increasing the exposure
from two to six times normal, diluting the developer
and increasing the development time to as long as 15
to 20 minutes. This method of procedure to obtain
very warm-toned prints works best with purê chloride
papers (such as Tuma-Gas). The chlorobromide papers
will develop to various shades of brown, but the prints
are apt to be smoky or veiled.
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Relationship of Exposure Time to Developing Time.
Control in development varies with the type of paper
used and is related to the exposure latitude of the
paper. Bromide papers permit very little variation.
In other words, to produce a print of good quality
the paper must be exposed the exact number of seconds required to produce a print of proper density in
the recommended development time for the developing
formula used. This is more or less true of ali papers
used, but the chlorobromide and the chloride papers
permit much greater latitude in exposure with resulting tone or color variation when developed the required
length of time. Within limits, ali variations in the
exposure time can produce prints of good quality and
permit the production of warmer or colder tones as

Monochlorohydroquinone

Developer

Stock Solutlon
Avolrdupols
Metric
Water
32 ounces 1000.0 cc.
Sulfite of Soda (dry)
l Vi ounces
43.0 grams
Monochlorohydroqulnone
120 gratns
7.5 grams
Hydroquinone
70 gralns
4.5 grams
Sodlum Carbonate (dry)
l *A ounces
50.0 grams
Bromide of Potassium
32 gralns
2.0 grams
This formula is capable of producing a wide range of beautiful brown tones
depending on the relationship between exposure, dilution, and developing time.
Por a brown-black, use one part Stock Solution to two parts of water. Add onethird to normal exposure time. A rich brown can be produced by diluting one to
four and doubling normal exposure. The formula works best with purê chloride
papera such as Tuma-Gas, or with chlorobromide papers containing a high proportion of silver chloride in the emulsion (such as Kodalure).

Developing Technique.
Expose the paper as determined by the test exposure strip or photometer calculation. Slide the print
quickly and with a smooth motion into the tray, só
that the entire surface of the print is evenly submerged in the solution at approximately the same
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time. Print tongs are handy to use with smaller size
prints, to keep them submergcd and to agitate the
developer. For larger prints, however, it is handier to
use your fingers. Rock the tray from side to side to
keep agitating the developer. This insures more even
action, dispels air bells, and keeps ali portions of the
print constantly covered with the solution. Only in
this way can uniformly thorough development take
place. Develop the print fully, in accordance with the
recommended instructions for the developer used. If,
by chance, the print hás been overexposed and the
image comes up with startling rapidity só that it
appears dark enough in much less than the required
developing time, you might as well skip the short-stop
rinse and fixing operations and toss the print into the
wastebasket—that is, if you sincerly desire to obtain
a print of good quality. The same holds true if the
paper was markedly underexposed.
When developing action hás been carried out fully,
lift up the print over the developing tray, allow the
surplus developer to drip back into the solution for a
second or two, and then immerse the print completely
in the acid short-stop rinse. Allow it to remain in this
solution for 5 to 10 seconds. Then transfer the print
into the fixing bath. Immerse it completely and
agitate the bath by rocking the tray, só as to permit
thorough access of the bath to ali parts of the emulsion. Prints should be allowed to fix for 10 to 15 minutes and the hypo and fixing bath should always be
fresh. Prolonged fixing will tend to bleach the print
and will produce a colder tone.
The importance of the acid short-stop bath cannot
be overemphasized. To repeat, it will eliminate stains
and streaks by completely arresting the action of the
developing solution and will preserve the hypo bath
by preventing the alkaline components of the developer
from neutralizing the acid in the fixing bath.
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Washing.
To insure permanency of your prints and to avoid
discolorations, stains and fading, ali traces of hypo
must be eliminated completely from the print. This
necessitates washing in freely running water for at
least one hour. If the prints are piled up on one
another with their surfaces touching, certainly water
running around the sides and edges will not free them
from hypo. The prints should be able to move about
freely in the tray, bowl, or tub used for washing
purposes. Where running water is not available, prints
may be placed in a tray of fresh water and left in for
one hour, pouring out and replacing it with fresh
every five minutes. If plain acid hypo solution is
used without a hardener, the hypo is eliminated in a
much shorter time. However, this type of fixing bath
is not generally recommended, as it leaves the emulsion
soft and subject to damage in drying and handling.
To be sure that hypo hás been completely eliminated
from the wash water before removing the print to dry,
the following test may be applied:
Hypo Test Solution
Metrlc
Arolrdupols
0.3 grams
Potassium Permanganate
4 grains
0.6 grams
Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda)
8 grains
250.0 cc.
Water (dtstilled) to make
8 ounces
Cold water should be used when dissolving Sodium Hydroxide as considerable
heat is evolved.

Place five drops of the solution in a small glass or
graduate half full of clear water. The resulting mixture will have a violet color. Now remove a print from
the wash water and allow the surplus to drain for a
moment or two, then let the remaining water drip into
the glass. If hypo is present, the violet color will
change to orange or green-yellow and will become
colorless after a minute or só. This indicates that
further washing is necessary. I f no hypo is present,
the color of the test solution will remain unchanged.
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Drying Matte Prints.
Remove the print from the wash water, allow the
surplus water to drain off; then place the print on a
clean glass plate or smooth cardboard, face up, and
wipe off with a clean cellulose sponge, removing as
much surplus water as possible. Next, place the print
face down on a cheesecloth stretcher or between clean
white blotters, where it may be kept for a time—without pressure. It should then be transferred to another
set of dry blotters and allowed to remain there until
perfectly dry. Lintless photographic blotters must be
used. A very convenient way to dry prints is to usei
the blotter roll which
consists of two long
strips of blotter material and an added
^-^x
strip of the same
M'..
width of corrugated
cardboard. The
prints are placed between the blotters
and the strips are
rolled up with print
surfaces convex. The
c o r r u g a t e d board
permits free circulation of air and facili-

Before pressing, the print must be boné dry. Place
it face down on a cardboard of its own size, or slightly
larger. Moisten the back of the print by the use of a
sponge. Then cover the print with another cardboard
of the same size. Kept in the press for several hours,
prints treated in this way will emerge flat.
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tatCS drying. The
prints need nOt be TC-

R g . 6. An old-fashioned letter press
will malce an effective print flattener.

moved from the blotter roll until drying is complete.
By any of these drying methods, prints will tend to
curl towards the emulsion side unless kept flat under
pressure. Prints may be straightened somewhat by
running them over the smooth edge of a table to
overcome the curl. They may also be flattened between
cardboards under pressure. A good way of accomplishing this is through the use of an old-fashioned letter
press, shown in Figure 6, or similar device available
for photographic purposes.
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Ferrotyping.
Added brilliance may be imparted to glossy papers
by ferrotyping. Ferrotype plates have enameled and
chrome-platecl surfaces. The enameled plate is the
cheaper but requires polishing before using. Use
special ferrotype polish or make your own by mixing
beeswax with turpentine. A very small amount of the
polish applied on the plate is spread ali over and then
rubbed to a high polish with a soft cloth. Ali traces
of the liquid must be completely rubbed off. The wet
glossy print is then applied face down to the ferrotype
plate, and ali surplus water removed through the use
of a roller or squeegee. Best of ali is to run both the
plate and print through a laundry wringer if you have
one handy. This will not damage in the least either
the ferrotype plates, the print, or the wringer itself.
Then simply lay aside and, when thoroughly dry, the
print will peel off of its own accord. Chrome-surfaced
ferrotype plates require a careful cleaning occasionally
with benzene, but no added polishing.
A common trouble in ferrotyping is the appearance
of rings or halo-like ridges on the prints. These are
known as "oyster-shell marks" and are produced by an
uneven draft of air on the back of the drying print.
One corner of the print lifts up prematurely and then
both surfaces are exposed to the air, causing greater
unevenness in drying. A way to overcome this difficulty is to cover the plate of prints with several thicknesses of newspaper and apply very light pressure by
placing large magazines on top. If put in a warrn
place, drying will be fairly rapid but even, and rio
marks or emulsion cracks will be found.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTROL AND MANIPULATIONS
Local Control.
Dodging is the interference with the light from the
enlarger to prevent any portion of the print from
receiving too much exposure. This may be done by
placing the hand or a sheet of cardboard in the path
of the light. Where only a small área is involved, a
small circular disk of cardboard at the end of a firm
wire or hatpin may be used as shown in Figure 7.
Conversely, additional exposure time may be given
to dense áreas where needed. A rectangular cardboard,
preferably black and somewhat smaller than the size
of the enlargement, made with a circular hole cut a
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little off center is held in the path of the light (see
Figure 8). Thus, a beam or cylinder of light is permitted to reach only that portion of the print where the
added exposure is necessary. A piece of orange celluloid used in place of the black cardboard permits one
to see the entire projected image while exposing, as
the white spot contrasts with the orange image.
Any of these objects should be kept in constant
motion during the dodging maneuvers to avoid sharp
lines separating áreas of the print. The amount
of diminished or added exposure needed for various
parts of the print is best determined by a test strip or
test print. Here again, a great deal of skill and judgment is acquired by experience. Added exposure to
any portion of the enlargement is termed burning in
(Figure 9). Very dense parts of a negative may
require many times the general exposure for that negative.
. 9. How "burnng in" can improve
a quality of many
of your photographs.

j Below, a straight enirgement made
ithout using a n y
"id of print control.

Fig. 7. Spot dodging to hold
back expoture in small área.

Fig. 8. An aperfure card for
extra printing in tmall araa.
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Above, final enlargement of JANUARY
SUNSET. The upper right comer hás
been "burned in" to bring out sky tones
hidden in dense portion of negative.
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Sometimes it is desirable to darken parts of the
print, usually the edges or corners, simply through
the use of direct light. This is termed flashing in.
After the paper hás been exposed as usual, the negative
is removed from the carrier, the light intensity from
the enlarger is diminished by stopping down the lens,
and the hand or a card is held in the path of this light
só as to permit it to strike only the portion of the
paper to be darkened. Of course, this is deliberately
fogging the paper by light, but the method is highly
effective where skillfully handled. This method was
used in Figure 10.
Local Reduction.
A portion or an entire print which is too dark can
sometimes be corrected or improved by reduction with
the ferricyanide-hypo reducer. The formula follows:
Farmer's Reducer
Solution No. l
Water
S ounces
Potasslum Ferricyanide
275 grains
Keep in dark bottle.
Solution No. 2
Water
Hypo

32 ounces
8 ounces

For use:

Take 2 ounces of Solution No. 2. Add H ounce of Solution No. 1. Add
water to make 32 ounces. When mixed, this Solution will not keep long.

The wet print should be placed on a plate of glass
or held in the palm of the hand over a tray and the
dark área swabbed with a water color brush or wad
of cotton soaked in the reducing solution. The entire
print may be reduced in the same manner, but any
excessive use of the reducer will result in yellowish
discolorations.
Soft-focus Effects.
Soft-focus effects can be obtained by the use of
diffusion devices with which some enlargers are provided, through the use of the Soft-Sharp screen, or a
sheet of cellophane, as described on page 26.

Fig. 10. CHERUB—White background of picture was deepened by removing negative from cárrier and "flashing in" tone with direct light.
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Texture Screens.
Effects to imitate the appearance and quality of
etchings, bromoil transfers, oil paintings, engravings,
etc., may be produced through the use of various
celluloid texture screens. These consist simply of
sheets of celluloid which are scratched or engraved
on one side in a manner to simulate the strokes of
an etching, etc. The sensitized surface of the printing
paper is applied against the engraved side of the
texture screen, the two being held firmly together in
a printing frame, and the negative image is projected
through the screen onto the paper. The texture lines
are thus superimposed upon the picture. Of course,
considerable additional exposure time must be given,
this to be determined by an exposure strip.
The objections to the use of these texture screens
are that they make the result look quite artificial and
they imitate processes which are not essentially photographic. However, several new types of screens have
been introduced recently and these provide very attractive surface textures. Probably the most effective
means of adding texture to a picture is by printing
through a sheet of ordinary tissue paper. This introduces an uneven graininess into the print which serves
to create the illusion of fog or mist, or to produce
a pleasing effect in certain broad landscape compositions where the rendition of minute detail is not
important. Not only tissue paper, which in itself
varies in structure, but other thin papers may be
experimented with for texture or grain effects. A certain degree of diffusion is added to the picture with the
use of any texture screen, whether paper or celluloid.
Texture can also be obtained without a screen if
singleweight paper is used. The paper is placed with
its sensitized surface faced toward the easel and the
image projected through the paper stock. Here, again,
exposure time will be increased and should be determined by test strip.
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Enlarged Negatives.
It is often desirable to make an cnlarged negative
from the original, só that final prints may be made
by contact. This permits a wide degree of control,
first in the procedure of making the enlarged negative,
and second on the enlarged negative itself. Any form
of retouching on a miniature size negative is extremely
difficult, even with the use of a magnifying glass.
Moreover, such work is very apparent on the enlargement. The greatest degree of control is possible
through the médium of a paper negative. This permits the use of pencil, chalk, graphite, or crayon sauce,
stove-polish, etc., both on the face and the back.
Broad, even tones can be applied with powdered chalk
or graphite and a wad of soft absorbent cotton, a
procedure which is quite impossible on film.
In making an enlarged negative, the first step is to
make a positive transparency either on film or on
paper. This is done in practically the same manner as
the making of any direct positive enlargement, except
that the positive transparency must be several shades
darker and have as full a scale of tones as possible.
Contrast tends to increase with each stage of the
process; therefore, it is imperative to start with a
very soft positive transparency. Even the brightest
highlights should have a definitely recognizable gray
tone. If paper is used, it must be the same size as that
desired for the final print. If film is used an intermediate size, such as 5x7, will be satisfactory provided
an enlarger is available for this size film to take the
final negative. The enlarged negative is made either
by contact or enlargement and should be controlled
and developed só as to produce normal negative
characteristics. Control work may be done on both
the positive and the final negative. Only light áreas
need be darkened. This will add darker tones in the
final print when the work is done on the positive, and
increase brightness or lighten tones when done on
the negative.

Fig. II. EnUrged paper negative made from a positive transparency.

u.
O

Pig. 12. The most delicate kind of retouching can be done on the back
of this paper negative with chalk and carbon pencil as shown here.
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Singleweight matte or glossy papers of either long
or médium exposure scales, in other words soft or
médium, are best for positives and negatives. Grain
can be practically eliminated from a paper negative
by printing through the back of the paper. In order
to avoid reversal of the image, the original negative
should be reversed in the enlarger, i.e., dull or emulsion side up. Commercial film is highly suitable for
film transparencies. For negatives of average density,
I use Defender Commercial. For flat negatives, I use
Eastman Commercial as it hás considerably more contrast. However, contrast is very easily controlled in
processíng Commercial film through exposure and
development. Overexposure and underdevelopment
will "flatten" out the scale or soften the transparency.
Beware of brightness or contrast in the transparency.
There will be further increase of contrast in the
enlarged negative and then again in the final print,
só that the latter may end up in the "soot and whitewash" category. Final prints may be made on any
type of paper appropriate to the character of the
subject. Either contact or slower enlarging papers
such as the chlorobromide papers are most desirable.
The advantages of the enlarged negative are
obvious—namely, the degree of control possible in
changing contrast, correction of imperfections, and the
elimination of unsightly and unnecessary objects which
detract from the composition and simplicity of the
picture. In short, perfect balance can be created in
the negative, and when many prints are desired they
will ali be uniform and will require very little final
finishing work. Figures 11, 12 and 13 show a paper
negative, corrections, and final contact print.

Palladium is not extremely sensitive to light and
therefore is not suited to direct enlargement procedure.
Enlarged negatives must be made and printed by
contact. Palladium hás an extremely long scale and
therefore requires a definitely strong or contrasty
negative, although considerable variation is possible
by changing the formula for the sensitizing agents.
Any artist's paper such as Whatman Cold Pressed or
Strathmore Drawing may be used, affording a wide
selection of surface textures. A sensitizing kit is
furnished by one manufacturer and full instructions
are supplied with the kit. The three solutions comprising the sensitizing mixture are brushed evenly onto
the paper selected. This is hung up to dry for about
10 to 15 minutes. The paper is then ready for use.
Proper exposure must be determined by test strips.
Direct sunlight, carbon are, or strong flood illumination is necessary to avoid an unusually prolonged
exposure. The print is then developed in a saturated
solution of potassium oxalate and is finally cleared off
in several baths of dilute hydrochloric acid. Finally,
the print is washed in the usual manner and dried by
hanging from a line or face up on a blotter or plate
of glass.
It may seem unusually laborious to sensitize paper
with ali of the excellent manufactured photographic
papers available. Nevertheless, palladium printing,
especially after some degree of skill hás been developed, can produce pictures of such unusual beauty
that it is well worth the effort.
A commercially made palladium paper is now being
produced (see chart, page 36). Instructions for the
handling of this paper are supplied by the manufacturer.

Palladium Prints.
Very attractive prints can be made by sensitizing
good linen and drawing papers with palladium, the
eifect being somewhat comparable to the once popular
platinum papers.
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CHAPTER VII
SPECIAL PROCEDURES
Montage or Combination Printing.
At times when one negative lacks something which
would add to its pictorial effectiveness or improve
the composition and balance, a part of another negative
may be used in making the print to make up for the
deficiency. Clouds almost always enhance the pictorial
beauty of a landscape. Often they are not in the sky
at the time the exposure is made, and suitable cloud
formations may be imprinted on the blank sky from
another negative. Advanced pictorial workers invariably have collections of varied cloud negatives in
their files from which to make a selection. The procedure is quite simple, but, as in só many other
maneuvers, requires a little practice.
Place the picture negative in the enlarger and
project it onto a white cardboard somewhat smaller
than the size desired for the final print. Place the
horizon line about in the middle, and with a pencil
trace the contour of the horizon on the card. Now
cut along this pencil mark and you will have two
sections, each of which will be used to mask or dodge
one portion of the print during the exposure of the
other. Select an appropriate cloud negative, making
sure that the clouds are lighted on the same side as
the landscape itself. Thus, if the shadows in the landscape run from the objects toward the left, it indicates,
of course, that the light is coming from the right. Make
sure that the most brilliantly lighted side of the clouds
will also be directed toward the right. If you find a
negative in which the clouds are lighted from the
reverse direction, it may be used by simply reversing
the negative in the carrier. Negatives of different sizes
62
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may be used by refocusing the enlarger for each one.
Now make test exposures of each negative separately. The cloud portion may require a great deal
more exposure than the landscape portion, owing to
difference in size or density of the negatives. Having
noted down the correct exposure, you are ready to
proceed with the making of the combination print.
Place the landscape negative in the enlarger again,
adjust the enlarger, and focus to the desired size. Now
take the upper section of the white cardboard, previously cut to conform with the horizon, in one hand,
and start the exposure, covering the upper part of the
paper by holding the cardboard in the path of the light
at the proper distance from the print and moving it
slowly up and down, só as not to produce a sharp line.
See Figure 14. Indicate the position of the horizon
line by pencil marks at each edge of the paper.
Having completed the exposure of the landscape
portion, remove the negative and inseri the cloud por-

Fig. 14. Printing landscape
with sky masked by upper
half of cardboard cut-out.

Fig. 15. Printing sky with
landscape masked by lower
half of cardboard cut-out.
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tion, readjusting focus if necessary, and using the
amber or red safety filter. Place the clouds by moving
the easel só that they make the most eífective composition. Now make the exposure for the sky portion
in the same manner as before, except that you mask
the lower portion of the print by the second section
of the cardboard, moving this up and down slightly
at the points indicated by the pencil marks, as in
Figure 15. Now develop the print in the usual way,
rinse in the acid short-stop bath, and place in the
fixing bath. The only real skill involved is in the
blending of the upper and lower images. Nine times
out of ten your first print will not be entirely satisfactory. A good result, however, will be obtained by
persistence and that fine old photographic formula of
trial and error. Remember that the cloud portion is
light and the landscape is dark, só a certain degree of
over-lapping by the clouds will not show in the final
print and will make for a smooth blending of the
images. Figures 16 and 17 are prints from two negatives which were combined to make the picture in
Figure 18.
If several identical prints are needed, it is best to
make an enlarged negative containing the combined
images. When using paper for the positive, as
described in the section devoted to the making of
enlarged negatives, the positive can be made exactly
as described above, except that it should be made
darker and with a longer scale—softer than the ordinary positive print. Corrections and blending of the
images may be done on the paper positive by pencil,
powdered chalk, or graphite. Then the large paper
negative is made by contact printing, further hand
work done on this as needed, and there you have it—
a combination negative from which any number of
identical contact prints can be made.
If film is used for the positive, the procedure is as
follows: Print the landscape portion on a sheet of
Commercial film, blocking out the upper portion by the

Fig. 16. The curve of this
wooded shore line and its
interesting details make a
pleasing composition, but
a blank sky weakens it.

Fig. 17. One of the many
pictures in the author's
ollection s h o w i n g interesting cloud composition.

Fig. 18. Below, OYSTER
BAY — In combining the
negatives of Figs. 16 and
17 by simple montage, this
well- balanced picture is
produced. Note that light
source appears the same in
both landscape and sky.
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use of the cardboard as described above. Develop this
shect of film. The sky portion will be perfectly blank.
Now take a second sheet of Commercial film, print in
the clouds on the top and mask the bottom portion só
that it will be perfectly blank when developed. When
dry, the two sheets of film are superimposed and held
in alignment by taping them along the edges to a piece
of glass of the same size. From this, the enlarged
negative on film or paper is made simply by projection
or contact.
Still another way to make a combination print, and
a method which is quite suitable where small figures
or objects are to be added to the composition, is to
make a fairly large print of the background first and
another print (on thin paper) containing the figures or
objects to be introduced and enlarged to the appropriate size. When dry, the figures are cut out with
scissors or a sharp razor blade and pasted in a suitable

NEGATIVE

TILTED EASEL
BASEBOARD

FIG. 19
Fig. 19. Tílting easol to correct distortion in negative.

FIG.2O
Fig. 20. Correction by tilting negativa carrier alto.
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position on the background print. Blending can be
done with the aid of a pencil or water colors on the
print surface and the picture is then copied, using a
camera of the largest size available in order to avoid
excessive enlargement of the copy negative. For copying, use a smooth surface paper, as the copy negative
will also pick up any coarseness or texture of the paper
surface as well as the images. Necessary retouching
or dressing-up can be done on the copy negative and
the final prints made from this by contact or projection.
This method of paste-up is known as collage.
Correction of Distortion.
Anyone who hás taken a few rolls of film with a
camera is aware of the manner in which vertical lines
appear to converge toward the top of the picture, as a
result of tilting the camera upward. Conversely, the
convergence is toward the bottom if the camera is
pointed downward when making the exposure. Occasionally, this form of distortion may be left unaltered
on the print to produce a rather unorthodox, so-called
modern, effect. Usually, however, vertical lines, such
as the sides of buildings, should be rendered parallel.
This can be accomplished by tilting the easel to the
degree necessary for the achievement of this result.
Focus on some line near the center with the lens wide
open, then stop down the lens to /11 or / 16, at which
apertures the entire negative will be sharp, due to the
greatly increased depth of field at the small apertures.
Figure 19 shows this method of correcting distortion.
If the enlarger is of the type which permits tilting the
negative carrier as in Figure 20, distortion can be
overcome without shortening effect and very little
stopping down of the lens is necessary to maintain
overall focus. Figure 21 shows distortion of vertical
lines, which hás been corrected in Figure 22 by the
method described.
Occasionally, distortion is deliberately introduced
into a picture. Usually grotesque effects are obtained,
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but in portraiture flattering results may be achieved
by this means. A round, overweight face can be made
to appear pounds thinner by tilting the easel and, if
not overdone, the trick is not noticeable on the print.
On the other hand, a round face may be made chubbier
and a long face longer, in the mood and spirit of the
caricaturist. Distortions of individual figures, parts of
the body or, in fact, any part of the image may be
produced by buckling the paper só that it lies unevenly
on the easel. The paper can be held in position by
means of thumbtacks.
Fig. 21. In this straight enlargement the columns have the effect of
falling over backward. The vertical lines converge toward the top
because the camera was tilted upward for the architectural setting.

Fig 22. SEAT OF LEARNING—The distortion in Fig. 21 is corrected by
tilting easel and stopping down enlarger lens for sharp focus throughout.
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Black Borders.
If you are quite sure that your picture is projected
to exactly the right size and that the composition is
correct só that it will require no furthcr cropping, a
narrow black border may be imprinted directly on the
cnlargement. A simple way to do this is to cut a
perfectly flat and opaque cardboard one quarter of
an inch smaller than the size of the enlargement being
made. Be sure that the sides are straight and that you
have four right angles. After the negative hás been
correctly exposed, remove it from the carrier and cover
the print with the cardboard só that it lies even with
two sides. This will leave an equal margin on the
enlargement, one quarter of an inch in width, exposed
along the other two sides. Pressing the cardboard flat
against the print, turn the white light on for a few
seconds. Then shift over the cardboard só that the
other two edges of the enlargement are left exposed
in a similar manner. Expose this portion for the same
amount of time. Now develop in the usual way and
you will have an even black border around the print.

easel and an unexposed film in the negative carrier.
Select a thin, sharp negative and place it in the carrier
for preliminary focusing. Project this negative such a
distance that its image on the easel will cover the área
to be copied. Establish sharp focus and maintain this
position throughout the rest of the procedure. Remove
the negative from the carrier.
For most copy purposes, Commercial film is suitable and may be safely handled under a red safelight.
A convenient way to handle the film is to place it in a
cut-film holder of the type used in plate-back cameras.
These may be inserted into the enlarger, replacing the
usual negative carrier, and the protective slide may be
kept in place until ready for the exposure. Of course,
a sheet of cut film may be placed in the regular carrier,
but special care should be taken not to expose it to
stray light, as fogging will result. Now, place the
object to be copied on the easel. Suitable illumination
must be provided. A very satisfactory and inexpensive
way to do this is by utilizing two desk lamps of the
goose-neck type, one placed on each side of the easel.
These are easily adjusted to any position and the light
is directed downward by the metal shades. The aperture of the enlarger lens is stopped down to insure
accuracy of focus and greater depth. Exposure time
is determined by a few experimental strips of film,
developed fully. Once this exposure time is determined
it can be used as a guide for ali future work, as the
Commercial film, as well as most other films utilized
for this purpose, hás wide latitude and under- and
overexposure may be compensated for in development.
Some enlargers have special copying attachments
which permit the use of a camera. Cameras with
groundglass backs and double extension bellows are the
most convenient for such use.*
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Enlarging Pastime.
An amusing pastime is the magnification of certain
transparetjt or translucent objects which have a definite
structural pattern, such as the wing of a dragonfly or
other insect, leaves, flower petals, cloth, etc. These
objects may be placed between the glass plates of the
negative carrier, projected and focused on the easel,
and their images imprinted on sensitized paper. Developing and fixing are done in the usual way. Effects
comparable to X-ray images of the same objects can
be obtained.
Copying with the Enlarger.
Small pictures, maps, documents, and other such
objects may be photographed close up with almost
any enlarger. The procedure is more or less the
rcverse of cnlarging, the object being placed on the

•Other trick* with the enlarger diicusaed fully In Photo Tricki and
(Llttle Technlcal Librar?, No. 18).
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bromide. Then it is washed thoroughly and immersed in the dilute redevelpper.
In this, the silver bromide is converted into silver sulfide. The print is then rinsed
thoroughly and hardened by treatment in the following hardcner solution, diluted
one part stock to eight parts water:

CHAPTER VIII
TONING

D

ONE with good taste and judgment, toning imparts added beauty to a print and helps to create
a mood. The color effects most frequently produced
are sepia, brown, brown-black, green, blue, and blueblack. Successful toning depends on careful control
of the printing process from the very first stage of
exposure right through to the final drying, and even
after-treatment of the dried print, such as waxing,
which tends to make the color brighter.
Sepia, or warm brown, is obtained easily by redevelopment after first bleaching the original black-andwhite image. The brown image is obtained through
the conversion of silver bromide into silver sulfide
which hás a brown color. Prepared sepia toners can
be obtained from your photo supply dealer. Those
who want to compound their own will find the Eastman Sepia Redeveloping formula very satisfactory.
The formula and procedure follow:
Sepia Redeveloping Toner ('l'-7a)
Solution No. l (bleach)
Avoirdupols
Metric
Potassium Ferrlcyanlde
2 Vá ounces
75.0 grams
Potassium Bromide
2Íí ounces
75.0 grams
Potasslum Oxalate
6y£ ounces
195.0 grams
Acetic Acld (28%)
l i/4 fluid ozs. 40.0 cc.
Water to make
64 ounces
2.0 liters
Solution No. 2 (redeveloper)
Sodium Sulfide (not Sulfite)
l Vi ounces
45.0 grams
Water to make
16 ounces
500.0 cc.
Prepare the bleaching bath as follows:
Stock Solution No. l
16 ounces
500.0 cc.
Water
li» uunces
500.0 cc.
Prepare the redeveloper as follows:
Stock Solution No. 2
2 ounces
62.5 cc.
Water
16 ounces
500.0 cc.
The thoroughly fixed and washed print is treated in the bleach bath (about
65° F.) for about l minute until ali of the black image is converted to yellow silve
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Ai-iil Hardener Stock Solution
Water (125° F.)
Sodium Sulfite (desiccated)
Acetic Acld (28%)
Potasslum Alum
Water to make

Avoirdupols
Metric
56 ounces
1700.0 cc.
8 ounces
240.0 grams
24 fluld ozs. 750.0 cc.
8 ounces
240.0 grams
l gallon
4.0 liters

Agfa and MarshalTs Direct Sepia Toners are also of
the sulfide type but require no bleaching of the print.
They come in concentrated solutions and are used by
diluting with water as directed by the manufacturer.
A method of obtaining pleasing brown tones with
papers such as Kodabrom, Azo, Vitava Opal, Veltura,
Cykora, etc., is by using the hypo-alum bath. The
formula is:
Sepia Toning—Hypo-Alum Bath (Eastman)
Avoirdupols
Metric
Cold Water
90 ounces
2800.0 cc.
Sodium Thlosulfate (Hypo)
16 ounces
480.0 grams
Dissolve thoroughly, and add the following solution:
Hot Water (about 160° F.)
20 ounces
640.0 cc.
Potasslum Alum
4 ounces
120.0 grams
Then add the following solution (including precipitate) slowly to the
Hypo-Alum solution while stirring the latter rapidly:
Cold Water
2 ounces
64.0 cc.
Silver Nitrate, crystals
60 gralns
4.2 grams
Sodium Chlorlde (Table Salt)
60 gralns
4.2 grams
After combining preceding solutions:
Add water to make
l gallon
4.0 llt«rs

This bath will tone only when heated to about
120° F., at which temperature the prints will tone in
12 to 15 minutes. When toning is complete, allow the
prints to cool in a tray before placing them in running
water to wash. The sudden change from warm to
cold may result in the formation of blisters on the
emulsion. Wipe off any sediment from the surface of
the print with warm water and a cellulose sponge on
removal from the toning bath.
A more elaborate toning procedure for warm toned
papers is the Nelson Gold Toning bath which employs
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gold chloride in its formula and is therefore somewhat
expensive. While it is a bit complicated to mix and
often inconvenient to use, it gives very satisfactory
results. The formula for this toner can be obtained
in the more extensiva reference works and formularies.
One of the simplest and best toners for brown
tones (Tuma Toner) contains selenium, hypo, and
sodium bisulfite. This toner requires no heat and gives
especially fine colors with chloride papers such as
Tuma-Gas and very warm-toned papers such as Kodalure. It produces slight intensification and increase
of contrast and clears up the highlights. Warm brown
and brown-black tones can also be obtained by direct
development of such papers as Kodalure, Artona, and
Tuma-Gas, with glycin and monochlorohydroquinone.
Blue-black tones are best produced by direct development of the so-called cold-toned papers such as
Velour Black, Kodabrom and most of the bromide
papers, through the use of Amidol as the developing
agent. This formula will also produce cold or blueblack tones even with the warm-toned chlorobromide
or chloride papers. It will not keep in stock solution
and must be made up fresh for each use (formula in
Chapter V, page 40).
Blue toning offers an extremely effective treatment
for snow, water, marine, and night pictures, or for any
subject where the feeling of cold is to be imparted.
Thus, prints of a stone statue against the sky, wet
streets, etc., are improved by blue toning. A good
blue color is obtained through the use of a gold chloride formula such as the following:
Blue Toning Formula
Citrlc Acld

Thlocarbamlde
Gold Chloride

50 ftralns

50 ftralns
15 gralns

Dissolve each ingredient in 8 ounces of watef and keep separate aa stoc
solution in brown bottles.
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For use, take one ounce of each solution and add
10 ounces of water, making a total of 13 ounces of
toner. This mixed solution will not keep for more
than one day. This amount is sufficient to tone about
three 11x14 prints or their equivalent. The prints
should be very thoroughly washed só as to be entirely
free of hypo. If the prints have been dried prior to
toning, they should first be soaked in water to avoid
excessive use of the toning solution. The solution
may be used at room temperature. A slightly warm
solution will accelerate the process. Prints will tone
in from 15 to 30 minutes according to their density,
the light áreas toning first. After toning is complete
no further change occurs, therefore the prints need
not be removed from the solution at an exact time.
Following toning, the prints should be washed in running water for about 30 minutes.
Warm-toned papers are the best for blue toning.
Whíte paper stock should be used for best effects.
Now and then a cream-colored paper may be used for
a special effect. The warmer the tone of the image
by development the brighter the final blue color will
be. Thus, chlorobromide papers which will produce
a brown and warm black print when developed in
Adurol or glycin, will tone to a very bríght blue with
the gold chloride formula. Development of the same
papers in M-Q or other cold-tone developers will produce a final tone of dark blue.
An alternative toning bath for blue tones uses iron
in its formula, but is recommended only for coldtoned papers.
Iron Blue Toner (Photo Almanac)
For Bromide Prints
Solution A
Potasslum Ferricyanide
80 grains
Ammonla (28% Solution)
140 mlnlms
Water
16 ounces
Solution B
Ferrous Sulfate
80 gralns
Hydrochloric Acld
40 minlms
Water
16 ounces
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This two-solution formula will produce permanent blue tones on bromide
paper of a very desirable Holland blue shade.
The thoroughly fixed and washed black-and-white print is bleached m Solution A, then washed in running water until free from stain. 1 1 is then placed_m
Solution B until fully toned. After again washine until free from stain, the print
should be fixed for about 2 minutes in a fresh acid fiiing bath and washed and dried
i n the usual manner.

Uranium produces tones ranging from a chocolate
brown to a dull brick red. Still another toning agent
is copper for warm brown to bright red. Formulas for
these toners can be found in more complete reference
works and formularies.
Many prints lend themselves to green toning, particularly landscapes with an abundance of foliage.
Green Toning Formula
Stock Solution No. l
Avoirdupols
Metrlc
Potasslum Ferrlcyanlde ............... 77 grains
5.0 grams
Amraonla
............................
5 drops
5 drops
Water to make
.......................
3 Vá ounces 100.0 cc.
Stock Solution No. 2
Ferric Ammonium Citrate ............ 33 gratns
2.0 grams
Hydrochloric Acld (cone.) ............. 80 mlnims
5.0 cc.
Water to make
.......................
3V 2 ounces 100.0 cc.
Stock Solution No. 3
Sodlum Sulflde (purê crystals) ........ 15 grains
1.0 gram
Water
...............................
3 Vz ounces
100.0 cc.
Hydrochloric Acid (cone.) ............. 80 mlnims
5.0 cc.
Wash print thoroughly, bleach completely in Solution No. I. Wash well
5
until stain is entirely eliminated. Immerse print in Solution No. 2 f
minutes, then wash again for 2 or 3 minutes in cold water. Immerse m Solution No. 3 for 5 minutes. Wash in running water for 30 minutes.
BE SURE THAT THE PRINT IS THOROUGHLY WASHED
AFTER USE OF SOLUTION No. 1.

The green tone is produced by the combination of
chemicals which individually produce blue and yellow
tones. The shade of green produced can be modified
considerably by varying the time of immersion in each
of the solutions ; therefore the process is recommended
only to those who are willing to do some experimenting to obtain the color desired.
Recently introduced are the Mansfield single solution
toners; they are supplied in brown, blue, green,
and magenta. Their action plates the silver grains trjat
form the image with color, leaving the highlights white
and clear after washing. The color deposit is in direct
relation to the silver deposit in the print. A wide
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variation of tones is possible by varying the length of
toning time.
The Burroughs Wellcome Tabloid Toners have
been very popular and widely used for years. These
are available in many colors, and simple instructions
for their use are provided in each package by the
manufacturer.
CASTLE IN CINTRA—Warm sunlight plays on rugged old stone.
For warmth and texture, print on rough cream paper and tone brown.

CHAPTER IX
FINISHING
Spotting.
In spite of meticulous care in dusting off a negative before enlarging, cleaning the glass plates of the
negative carrier, etc., no print will ever emerge dry
from the blotters in perfect condition, ready to exhibit.
In magnifications of two to three times, minute specks
of dust might not show, but in the six to sixteen time
enlargements só frequently needed with the miniature
negative, tiny white spots and blemishes are inevitable.
These must be filled in by hand on the surface of the
print. The procedure is simply to match the surrounding área of tone or color. On black-and-white a pencil,
or set of pencils of varying degrees of hardness, will
serve, but as a rule this médium is not wholly satisfactory. In the first place, it is very difficult to match
the surface quality of the paper, inasmuch as pencil
graphite hás a surface sheen and the marks are noticeable, especially on matte paper.
Far better is the use of water colors and a brush.
The colors can be purchased in tube or cake form,
and are available in any art supply shop. They can be
kept permanently and conveniently in a small metal
box made especially for the purpose and a set of five
colors will last a lifetime. Any print shade can be
matched by proper mixing of the various colors. A set
of spotting colors (black, sepia, and white) prepared
especially for the photographer can be obtained from
your camera dealer.
If water colors are preferred, you will need the
following: Lamp Black, Payne's Gray (blue), Burnt
Sienna (reddish brown) ; these colors dry with a matte
surface; Talen's Black and Talen's Brown dry with a
79
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glossy surface. The colors should be mixed on a
smooth opal palet by moistening the finger in water,
dabbing it on the surface of the paint, and then applying to the palet. Use separate fingers for each color
being mixed to keep one color from being contaminated by another. After the correct proportions of
pigment have been applied to the palet, they are
blended with the fingers in a circular motion. Be
certain that the palet is clean and especially that it
is free of grease before colors are applied.
For blue-black, mix Black and I3ayne's Gray; for
brown-black and brown, mix Burnt Sienna and Black;
for blue-toned prints, mix Payne's Gray and Black
with a higher proportion of the former than for blueblack prints.
For prints with sheen or luster, add some of the
Talen's glossy paints. A little experience will readily
reveal the exact proportions needed to match the prmt
colors. A few preliminary trial spots, allowed to dry,
will indicate whether or not your spotting color
matches.
The best brush is a No. 4 sable brush of fine quality,
such as the Windsor Newton. This is considerably
larger than is usually recommended for this purpose
but is far more satisfactory than the small brush, since
it can be charged with a greater amount of paint and
can be brought to a fine point by stroking and rolling
it on a blotter after charging. The brush should be
used relatively dry; excessive moisture causes the
emulsion to swell and will leave a mark with a white
center and a dark ring around it. It is highly desirable
to do spotting in the same manner as retouching, with
the print on an easel or retouching box, inclined
slightly back from a vertical position as shown in
Figure 23. A bridge lamp or a goose-neck desk lamp,
equipped with a 60-watt blue daylight bulb, shining
over the left shoulder, will afford good illumination.
Black spots are due to pinholes in the negative and
are best remedied at their source. However, an occa-
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sional small black spot can be removed from the surface of the print by carefully etching it out with a
sharp knife or razor blade. It can also be removed
chemically. Allow the print to dry thoroughly; then
touch the black spot with a toothpick which hás been
dipped in a solution of potassium ferricyanide and
hypo (Farmer's Reducer, formula on page 54). Do not
allow this solution to drip elsewhere on the print or
the image will vanish as completely as did the black
spot l Another simple method of eliminating black
spots is through the application of ordinary tincture
of iodine, also applied to the dry print by the point of
a toothpick. Following such chemical treatment, the
print should be put back into the hypo to remove the
iodine stain, then rewashed and dried. The resulting
white spot can be filled in by spotting in the usual
manner.

Fig.23. Touchingout
spots on an enlargement. Nofe how color hás been blended
on palet by a circular motion of the
fingers. A blue daylight bulb in gooseneck l a m p affords
p r o p o r illumination
for spotting prints.

•«l?
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Cropping.
Have the courage to crop your prints! Leave out
uninteresting and irrelevant material from the picture
whenever possible. It is rare indeed that the entire
negative can, or should, be used for the final picture.
Keep the composition as simple as possible by determining just where the center of interest lies. Eliminate distracting details, especially at the margins of
the picture. Of course, much of this can be done in
composing the picture on the enlarging easel. If you
have a definitely fixed size of paper on which you wish
to fit the picture, simply project an image sufficiently
large to exclude the unwanted material from the litniting borders of the picture. However, it often happens
that composition can be strengthened by cropping the
finished print to alter the relative position of the chief
objects of interest. Figures 24 and 25 illustrate this
matter of cropping to improve picture interest.
Fig. 24. Print of entire negative showlng widely (cattered objectl.
Too many boats, clouds, and houses result in a confuiion of intnrvft.

Fig. 25. PEACEFUL HARBOR—A selected portion of the negative
of Fig. 24 hás been enlarged to make a unlfied, balanced picture.
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Mounting.
A print cannot be regarded as finished, even for
showing to your family and friends, until it is mounted.
A great deal of added dignity and character are imparted to a picture when it lies perfectly flat and hás
a neat light border around it. A safe rule to follow
is to use only white cardboard for black and bluetoned prints, and very light ivory, cream, or buff for
sepia and brown-toned prints. When possible, center
the print só that the top and the two side borders of
the mount are equal in width. The lower horizontal
border should always be wider than the top. If the
three borders cannot be made equal, then simply try
to find a position for the print where it will be most
pleasing to the eye. Figures 26 and 27 suggest several arrangements. Prints intended for salon exhibitions should be mounted on the standard 16x20 cardboard and the print placed só that the mount will
hang vertically whenever possible. Even horizontal
or "landscape" styles of prints are mounted in this
manner.

of the borders, to see that they are parallel to the edges
of the mount. Mark each corner of the print with a
pencil dot. Now place a thin cardboard strip across
two of the dots só as to cover up and protect the outside margin. Apply the rubber cement with a stiff,
circular "stipple" type of brush, spreading it evenly
into the área to be occupied by the picture. Move the
cardboard strip along each of the four sides, working
the cement toward the center. This will result in an
área exactly the size and position of the print, covered
smoothly with cement.
Lay the mount aside and place the print face down
on a clean paper and apply rubber cement evenly ali
over its back. Allow both the print and mount to
stand until the cement hás dried appreciably—at least
several minutes. Now place the print só that the corners are at the pencil dots on the mount, matching the
upper edge first. Then rub with light pressure, using
a soft clean cloth or towel, from the center of the
print toward the outside margins. Excess rubber
cement is easily rubbed off with the cloth or fingers
and will not produce stains. Be sure to obtain and
use the best grade of rubber cement, available at any
photographic or art supply store.
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Rubber Cement Mounting.
Rubber cement is used by many photographers as
a mounting agent. The print should be thoroughly
dry and flat. Trim to the size and proportions desired,
leaving no white border. Place the print on the mount
and center it first with the eye, then by measurement
Fig. 26. Several correct styles of mounting pictures in leeping
with thelr composltion. Vertical hanging it usually preferable.
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Dry Mounting.
Dry mounting provides the most permanent means
of attaching a print to a mount. A specially prepared
sheet of tissue, impregnated with shellac, is available
at low cost for this purpose. A dry mounting press
is ideal but expensive. An ordinary household flatiron will serve the purpose. The iron should be heated
until it just begins to hiss when touched with a moist
finger. A sheet of tissue the size of the print is tacked
onto the back at the four corners by light application
of the heated iron. The print and tissue are then
trimmed down together to the desired size.
Determine the position for the print on the mount
by measuring as described for rubber cement mount-
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ing. Hold the print in place with a paper-weight and
apply the iron, using a blotter or heavy paper between
the iron and the print. Move the iron along the print
very slowly, giving sufficient time for the heat to melt
the tissue. If the tissue adheres to the print and not
to the mount, the iron is too cool. If it adheres to
the mount and not to the print, it is too hot. If the
iron is too hot, it may glaze or change the luster of
the paper in irregular fashion, producing a streaky
effect. Properly applied dry mounting results in a
permanent job, unaffected by heat and moisture, and is
really very easy to do once you get the hang of it.
The important things to remember are to get the
iron just hot enough, to protect the surface of the
print with a heavy paper or blotter, and to move the
iron very slowly to allow the heat to penetrate.

in position, attached by hinges of Scotch tape or rubber
cement, the latter applied both to the back mount
margin and to the back of the cut-out.
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Cut-out Mats.
Cut-out mats are very effective aids in showing off
a picture to best advantage through a cut-out window
in a cardboard mat, the opening slightly smaller than
the print. The same rule of colors, position and proportions will apply as did to the borders around an
ordinarily mounted print. The edges of the window
should be cut out at a bevel which will add to the feeling of depth or recession of the print from the surface.
The cutting of a mat is a fine art in itself. Mark off
the space to be cut out on the back of the mat by ruled
pencil lines and, guided by a steel straight-edge or
metal ruler, run a sharp knife along the pencil lines
with a fast even stroke. The knife should be held
obliquely to produce the bevel. A slow stroke or dull
knife will produce irregular and frayed edges. Corners may be finished neatly with the aid of a sharp
razor blade and rough spots along the edges may be
smoothed down with fine emery or sandpaper. The
print is first attached by dry mounting or rubber
cement to a cardboard of médium thickness, usually
called a back mount; then the cut-out mat is placed
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Double Mounting.
Double mounting refers to the use of a sheet of
colored paper between the print and the cardboard
mount, allowing only a very narrow border to show,
one-eighth of an inch being ample. This treatment is
especially effective where the marginal portions of the
print are Hght in color and would otherwise tend to
blend in with the mount without a sharp line of demarcation. The color must be appropriate to the tone
of the print and of the mount; thus, a warm brown
goes with a sepia or brown-toned print and an ivory
mount; a gray paper would be effective with a blackand-white print and a white mount, etc. Beware of
wide colored borders around the print, colors that do
not harmonize with the tones of the print and mount.
These are not only in poor taste but definitely detract
attention from the print and may completely ruin an
otherwise satisfactory piece of work.
Die Sinking.
Die or plate sinking adds an attractive appearance
to the finished print. The effect is to place the print
and a surrounding margin in a depressed área comparable to the depression produced by the etcher's
plate. After the print hás been fastened to the mount,
place it face down on a sheet of cardboard, celluloid
or glass with a straight smooth edge. Determine the
desired margin surrounding the print, then rub on
the back of the mount along the edge of the plate
underneath it with a smooth rounded object, such as
a spoon or knife handle, until a depression is formed.
Allow even widths on the sides and top of the print
and a somewhat wider margin at the bottom. Instead
of using a mount, the picture may be centered on a
sheet of photographic paper, allowing very wide white
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margins and the plate sinking can be done directly on
this paper. The cardboard, celluloid, or glass can be
centered by holding both the print and the plate up
to a light.

left corner of the print on the mount itself. Colored
pencil to match the dominating tone of the print is
appropriate. The maker's name should be placed in
signature form, not lettering, under the lower right
corner and should be written só that it is legible, but
small and neat—without fancy flourishes á Ia John
Hancock l
An extremely useful habit to form is that of writing your name and address plus ali technical data pertaining to the print on the back of the mount just as
soon as a picture is finished, while the data is still
fresh in your mind. Very often this Information is
desired by a fellow photographer, required in a contest to which the print hás been submitted, or when
the work is accepted for reproduction in a photographic
publication. Then again, you may wish to make a
duplicate of the print at some future time and this
will save a great deal of time and experimenting,
especially if you wish to match the original print
exactly.
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Other Borders.
A fine pencil line, running parallel to the borders
of the print and about one-quarter to one-half of an
inch away, is permissible and occasionally effective.
A pencil line applied directly on the edge of the print
creates the illusion of the print being recessed, akin
to the eífect of a cut-out mat. The professional type
of folder, such as is commonly used in studio portrait
work, may be used occasionally but its effectiveness
is largely restricted to portraits.
Framing.
The attractiveness of a picture is always enhanced
by leaving a fairly large mount or mat around the
print. Never frame a picture só that its borders cover
right up to or extend under the frame itself, without
a surrounding light colored margin. Frames for photographs should always be very simple and narrow.
Natural wood, maple finish, and dark brown, are good
for a sepia and brown or brown-black on ivory or buff
mounts. Natural wood and black are appropriate for
black-and-white prints on white mounts. Natural
wood, light maple, and an oyster or antique white are
appropriate for blue-toned prints. Never use gold
frame moulding with a carved design or with any
bright colors in it.
Titling.
The title of a picture should, of course, be appropriate to the subject. This may sound too obvious
to be worthy of mention, but a visit to any photographic salon will show that this fact does not appear
to be realized even by some advanced workers. The
title is placed in neat pencil lettering under the lower

STILL LIFE—The
beauty i n this
type of picture
lies in the texture
of its surface as
well as the way
it \t composed.
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for an occasional thorough clean-up job. The camel
hair brush may be used on the glass in the negative
carrier and on the film itself without the risk of
scratches.

CHAPTER X

L-ack of sharpness in the print may be due to:
(a) A negative lacking definition. Naturally no
skill or trickery can produce good quality in an enlargement if it is not present in the negative.
(b) Improper focusing of the enlarger. At times
it is not as easy to obtain perfectly sharp focus of
the negative in the enlarger as it might seem. A very
dense negative or faint illumination make for poor
visibility on the easel. Always do your focusing with
the enlarger lens wide open. Then stop down. If the
negative with which vou are working is too dense to
allow accurate focusing, substitute a more suitable
thin negative or special focusing slide as described
in Chapter III. A magnifying glass is a great asset
in the darkroom, and there are special visual focusing aids, ali of which serve to magnify the image and
are of great value.
(c) Vibration of the enlarger during exposure.

TROUBLE SHOOTING AND GENERAL HINTS
Newton's rings are defects appearing on a print,
produced by imperfect contact between thc shiny side
of the negative and the glass surface which is intended
to keep it perfectly flat in the negative carrier. The
glass surface may be that of a special pressure glass
or the under surface of the condensing lens itself.
The defect in the print consists of concentric light and
dark rings or bands, sometimes having the appearance of a fingerprint. The trouble is apt to occur
with "green" or .mcompletely dried film. The difficulty may be eliminated easily by inserting a thin
paper or metal cut-out mask between the two surfaces. The enlargers equipped with glassless negative carriers are free of this trouble since no glass surface can rest directly on the film.
'
Dirty lenses and glass in the negative carrier will
result in prints of poor quality with degraded highlights and, in addition, will considerably increase the
labor of finishing the print because of the added spotting necessary to eliminate the white áreas produced
by dust, lint, etc. Make it a rigid rule to start your
enlarging operations each time with a thorough and
careful cleaning of ali glass which is included in the
optical path of the light. The enlarger should be
kept covered when not in use.
The enlarger lens surface, being delicate and measured by the manufacturer to a tiny fraction of an inch,
can be ruined by careless handling. A camel hair
brush is useful for cleaning, and lens paper moistened
with a little xylol or special lens cleaning médium, obtainable from any photographic dealer, should be used
90

Uneven density of the print usually indicates that
the light source is not properly centered. This need
be adjusted only once in a great while by the screws
provided for this purpose, or in accordance with the
instructions furnished by the manufacturer of the
enlarger.
Blisters on prints are usually caused by sudden
changes in temperature from one solution to the next,
or from hypo to wash water. Remedy: Maintain ali
solutions at approximately the same temperature
except where a high temperature is needed, as in hypoalum toning, in which case allow prints to cool in an
empty tray before transferring them to wash water.
I
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Fog may be caused by improperly prepared developer, impurities, or contamination of the developer,
warm, exhausted, and oxidized developer, and also
by excessive development. The remedies are obvious.
Fog is likewise produced by a defective safelight or
leakage of white light into the darkroom. This trouble
should be looked for and checked at periodic intervals.

portions to develop more deeply than others; also to
overexposure and underdevelopment.
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Mottled and muddy prints are generally the result
of overexposure and underdevelopment; also, the attempt to produce warm tones through overexposure,
but without sufficient potassium bromide as a restrainer.
Yellow stains are caused by oxidation through
underexposure and forced development; through the
use of oxidized developer; the presence of hypo in the
developer; exhausted hypo; and failure to use the acid
short-stop bath. The latter fault tends to neutralize
the acid of the hypo through the introduction of the
alkaline sodium carbonate ingredient of the developer,
and permits oxidation of prints in the fixing bath. If
the latter is frothy when agitated, it is an indication
that it is alkaline in reaction and should be discarded.
Black stains may be caused by handling paper with
hypo-contaminated fingers, prior to development.
Excessive contrast is due to the use of a paper too
short in scale (too hard) for the scale of the negative.
A flat or fogged negative will result in similar
prints. A remedy is slight reduction of the negative
with the potassium ferricyanide reducing formula,
which will tend to clear up the fog and increase contrast in the negative.
Uneven streaks are generally due to uneven immersion of the paper in the developer, allowing some
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Flat negatives or old papers can yield good prints
by the following method: Expose fully and overdevelop by at least 50%. Fix in hypo bath and wash.
Then immerse in the following solution:
Potatslum lodide
lodine
Water

30 graini
3 K rui n»
10 onnces

until the whites are bluish. Then return to hypo for
five minutes. The whites will return. This process
may be repeated to enhance contrast.
Scratches on negatives can be effectively obliterated during enlarging só as to be scarcely noticeable
on the print by covering the negative on both sides
with glycerin or castor oil. Use a negative carrier
with glass sandwich or just two plates of glass. First,
pour a small amount of the fluid on the under glass,
place the negative, emulsion side down, on this, then
add some more fluid to the top of the negative and
finally cover with the second glass plate. Squeeze
só that the liquid spreads in a uniform film over both
surfaces of the negative; be sure ali air bubbles are
eliminated. Insert this "sandwich" into the enlarger
and proceed as usual. Glycerin may be removed
from the negative by washing it for 15 minutes in
water; castor oil is removed with alcohol.
Line drawings. Make a bromide enlargement in
the usual manner. Trace the picture with waterproof
índia ink and dry thoroughly. Then bleach the photographic image in the following solution:
Bleaching Formula
Water
32 ounces
Putasulnni Dlchromate
64 graing
Sulf nrlc Acid (8p. gx. 1.835)
4 drama

Fix and wash the drawing after bleaching the image.

